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Introduction: Planning for and exercising the medical response to potential mass-casualty, radiological and nuclear (rad/nuc) terrorist events are new responsibilities for most healthcare providers.

Methods: To assist clinicians, the US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) has created a new, innovative tool—the Radiation Event Medical Management (REMM) Web portal (http://remm.nlm.gov). Goals of REMM include providing: (1) information about the kinds of events that may occur; (2) algorithm-style, evidence-based guidance about clinical diagnosis and treatment of exposure and contamination; (3) just-in-time, peer-reviewed, usable information supported by sufficient background material and context to make complex diagnosis and management issues understandable to those without formal radiation medicine expertise; (4) a list of isotopes of concern with appropriate countermeasures; (5) downloadable Web and personal digital assistant (PDA) REMM versions, which would be available without an internet connection; (6) a framework for medical teams and individuals to initiate rad/nuc planning and training; and (7) a radiation dictionary and extensive bibliography of key, peer-reviewed, and official guidance documents relevant to rad/nuc responses, and more.

Results: Since the launch of the Web portal, REMM has been well received by individual responders and teams in the US and internationally, and has been used extensively for personal training and during formal exercises. Regular content updates and addition of new features are ongoing.

Conclusions: The HHS has provided a useful tool for healthcare providers that aggregates key content and assists target audiences in quickly finding and understanding rad/nuc response information.
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Consider the following scenario: An emergency services team is dispatched to treat an unconscious John Doe who collapsed in the street. The team takes John Doe’s mobile telephone, and within seconds, they reach his mobile medical record which gives them the opportunity to provide life-saving treatment suited to his personal health condition. Does such a technological tool exist? What clinical parameters do field treatment teams need in order to save life and make proper medical decisions? The aim of this study is to propose a model for a mobile medical record in emergency medicine that can be used as a life-saving tool.

The first stage of the research is a characterization of the clinical parameters from the medical records needed for life-saving treatment through interviews with prehospital and hospital experts in emergency medicine. Once these parameters are identified, they will be validated through interviews with several senior members of primary emergency medicine treatment teams in the prehospital and hospital setting. A model for an emergency medicine mobile medical record will be proposed with the assistance of an expert in mobile telephone multimedia modalities.

This research began in December 2008 and currently is in the validation stage. It is expected that this research will be completed by April 2009.
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Introduction: In developed emergency systems, there is a common access number for the three core emergency services i.e., police, fire, and emergency medical services. Organized emergency systems with a single number still are new in India. The authors conducted a public survey to study the current knowledge and attitudes of the citizens of New Delhi about emergency services and their numbers.

Methods: A survey form with nine basic questions about the educational status of the respondents and their knowledge of emergency services numbers currently existing in the National Capital Territory of Delhi. As Delhi is a pre-
dominantly urban city, the survey was conducted in five large business district commercial centers in the city.

**Results:** Out of a total of 1,000 responses (200 from each site), 249 responses were incomplete. The remaining 761 were analyzed. A majority (700; 92%) of the respondents thought that the best way for a patient to get to the nearest hospital would be either to take themselves 68% (518), or call the police 24% (182). Only 7% (54) would call an ambulance. The majority of the respondents knew which number to call for the police (98%; 747), fire services (66%; 499) or to call for an ambulance service (70%; 535). When queried about the possibility of a universal emergency services number, 696 (91%) said that they did not want a single number.

**Conclusions:** The general public has not been introduced to the concept of a universal emergency number and its advantages. The current survey demonstrates the need for administrators, policy makers, and public educators to examine the issue of implementing a universal emergency number as a part of developing emergency systems in India.
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**Introduction:** The most crucial stage of the response to a medical emergency is the management of the initial information given by a bystander.

**Methods:** A random sample of 100 incoming calls to the Athens Emergency Medical Services Dispatch Center was examined. Calls initially classified as non-emergencies and calls coming from physicians were excluded. The management of the given information by the telephone-operator and the dispatcher were recorded. If needed, the intervention of the physician-on-duty was recorded.

**Results:** In order to collect 100 calls classified as emergencies, approximately 3,000 incoming calls had to be filtered. The quality of the initial, unsolicited information given by the bystander/caller was mostly of very poor quality (82/100), leading to no reasonable conclusion. A small minority (9/100) purposely gave false information for personal interests. Also, a small minority (9/100) gave precise information regarding the current situation, leading to a correct conclusion and rapid response. The initial information (true or false) was interpreted falsely in 27/100 cases by the telephone operator and given as a wrong lead to the dispatcher. The dispatcher responded correctly to 60/61. The physician-on-duty in the dispatch center intervened in 69/100 cases.

**Conclusions:** The management of the information is of very poor quality, due mostly to false information initially provided by the caller. The high percentage of inadequate management by the operator is surprising. The dispatchers have a high quota of correct responses to emergency calls.
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Many after-action reports cite disaster communication failures and miscommunication between responding and receiving entities as system failures. Hospitals have not had robust, interactive communications. Medical Coordination Centers (MCC) are newer entities for facilitating and coordinating emergency medical care operations with public health, state, regional, and county disaster operations. First responders now are linked with hospitals in the distribution of patients to receiving facilities, field areas, or medical transport systems.

Interoperable communications, including common frequencies for field, hospital, and first responder groups with surge capacity and redundancy will greatly increase flow of patient care information to and from all agencies involved. Coordination of patient care with public health oversight, medical first receivers, usually hospitals, and regional and state responses will allow all responders to communicate care capacity and casualty transport, patient tracking, and supply sharing. If off-site field hospital care is necessary, pre-arranged communications equipment, storage, and transport of emergency equipment, plans defining lines of communication within and among all agencies, and common and agreed messages should be part of local, regional, and state planning. Additional equipment available from any stockpiles can be part of the plan.

Pre-event communications should have the rapid ability to surge to handle more messages, add additional capacity as needed, and provide back-up systems in event of failure. Messages, needs, and coordination with joint information centers must be prioritized. Terminology should be standard and uniform and an expansion of ordinary systems to allow responders to keep current without repeated education on seldom-used new systems. Operators should understand equipment limitations and capacity.

Drills can keep personnel familiar with standard scaleable operations systems, but cannot completely simulate real situations. Planning, surge capacity, and redundancy will add to viable disaster medical communications.
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**Introduction:** Hurricane Katrina demonstrated that individuals with chronic illness face significant challenges during...